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Summary of the dissertation 

 

Gene therapy is emerging as a promising therapeutic modality for the 

treatment of neuromuscular disease, such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

(DMD). Nevertheless, there is still a need to generate the next-generation 

vectors for gene therapy in order to express higher levels of the therapeutic 

transgene in the affected muscles at lower vector doses. This should 

minimize the risk of immune responses and toxicity. To increase the potency 

of gene therapy for muscle disorders, we explored the use of novel genome-

wide computational strategies to boost vector performance. This resulted in 

the identification of hyperactive skeletal muscle-derived transcriptional cis-

regulatory modules (designated as Sk-CRMs) associated with a robust 

increase in skeletal muscle gene expression following AAV9-mediated 

transduction in mice. All of the identified Sk-CRMs showed increased 

reporter gene expression as compared to the control AAV vector devoid of 

Sk-CRMs. The best Sk-CRM (Sk-CRM4) also led to a 30 to 40-fold increase in 

cardiac expression. We also evaluate the performance of the most robust 

muscle-derived Sk-CRM4 in a therapeutically relevant setting. In particular, 

we used Sk-CRM4 to boost expression of human micro-dystrophin (μDYS) 

and follistatin (FST), as an effective combination gene therapy to treat 

muscular dystrophy in SCID/mdx mice. Subsequently stable and widespread 

expression of the therapeutic μDYS and FST proteins in skeletal muscle and 

heart, was confirmed by immunohistochemistry and ELISA, respectively. 

Most importantly, the high expression levels of μDYS and FST led to a robust 

functional correction of the dystrophic phenotype of the treated SCID/mdx 

mice by assessing physical fitness and endurance using a treadmill assay. 
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